IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI
I. A. NO.
IN
WRIT PETITION (C) NO. 5590 OF 2015
IN THE MATTER OF:
SHAMNAD BASHEER

… PETITIONER

VERSUS
UNION OF INDIA & OTHERS

…RESPONDENTS

AND IN THE MATTER OF:
NARENDRA REDDY THAPPETA
S/O Sri T. Chandrasekhara Reddy,
aged about 51 years,
R/O 158, Phase 1,
Adarsh Palm Meadows,
Ramagundanahalli,
Bangalore – 560 066

… APPLICANT/INTERVENER

AN APPLICATION SEEKING PERMISSION TO INTERVENE IN THE ABOVE PUBLIC INTEREST
LITIGATION
TO
THE HON BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF DELHI AND HER
COMPANION JUDGES OF THE HON BLE
HIGH COURT OF DELHI
THE HUMBLE APPLICATION OF THE APPLICANT ABOVE
NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:
1. That the present writ petition has been filed in public interest, seeking inter alia a
writ of mandamus or other appropriate writ or order, directing the Respondent
authorities to ensure strict compliance with Section 146 (2) of the Patents Act, 1970,
read with Rule 131(1) of the Patent Rules, and further for directions to be issued
directing initiation of penal proceedings under Section 122(1) of the Patents Act,
1970 against errant patentees and licensees. It is submitted that the prayers and
directions sought in the present writ petition have far reaching consequences in
respect of the interpretation and operation of the Patent Act, 1970 and the Patent
Rules.

CREDENTIALS OF THE APPLICANT
2. The Applicant submits that he is a registered Patent Agent of more than 14 years
standing, having qualified to act as Patent Agent under the Patents Act, 1970 as far
back as in 2001. True copy of the certificate of registration issued to the Applicant
herein is annexed hereto as ANNEXURE A-1. Following this, the Applicant has
practiced as a patent agent and has had the experience of filing and prosecuting over
1000 patent applications before the Indian patent office, as well as over 500 patent
applications before the US Patent Office, primarily in the field of computer and
software related inventions. The Applicant submits that even prior to this, he had
worked in various capacities in the intellectual property law practices of prominent
law firms and technology companies, wherein he was involved in the preparation and
prosecution of patent applications. He has over 23 years experience in patent law
relating to a range of Information and communications technology innovations. A
true copy of the resume of the Applicant is annexed hereto as ANNEXURE A-2. In
view of the above, the Applicant submits that he has practical knowledge of the
issues raised in the present writ petition.
3. The Applicant humbly submits that although the present writ petition has wide
reaching ramifications and impacts on a wide spectrum of innovations, its arguments
are built on a narrow foundation with prime focus on pharmaceutical products. In
viewing the requirements of the Patent Act and Rules from a primarily
pharmaceutical prism, the petition proceeds to make assumptions and arguments
that are untenable in law and in practice. As a result, the Applicant is constrained to
file the present application seeking permission to intervene in the above matter, and
to place on record some facts and materials that have not been considered in the
writ petition, to provide an alternative perspective, to enable this Hon ble Court to
take into account all aspects when passing orders in this case.
SUBMISSIONS
4. It is submitted that the present writ petition inter alia seeks issuance of a writ of
mandamus to the statutory authorities, directing them to ensure strict compliance
with the filing requirements under Section 146 (2) of the Patent Act, 1970 and Rule
131 (1) of the Patent Rules, 2003, and for directions for initiation of action for
imposition of penalty under Section 122(1)(b) of the Patent Act, 1970 in case of noncompliances. It is further argued that Form 27, prescribed under Rule 131 (1) of the
Patent Rules, 2003 has not been completely filled up in several cases, and that
submission of such incomplete forms are defective compliances that also constitute
a violation of the provisions of the Patent Act, thereby attracting a penalty under
Section 122.
5. In this regard, the Applicant wishes to submit as follows:
a. A mandamus may not be issued granting sweeping, blanket directions for
launch of criminal prosecutions: It is pertinent to note that the Patents Act,

1970 does not provide any prescribed procedure for the imposition of
penalties under Section 122, or indeed, in relation to any other section in
Chapter XX of the Act, pertaining to Penalties. In case of any offence under
Chapter XX of the Patents Act, 1970, including Section 122, it appears that the
Controller of Patents must resort to the general procedure under the Code of
Criminal Procedure, 1973 (hereinafter the CrPC ), and file a complaint before
the jurisdictional magistrate under Section 200 of the CrPC, seeking
prosecution for the commission of the particular offence. The offence being
punishable with fine alone, it is non-cognizable and bailable in terms of Part II
of the First Schedule to the CrPC. Further, by virtue of Section 468 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, 1908, the limitation for launch of prosecution would be
6 months from the date of commission of the offence. Therefore, in essence,
the Petitioner in the present petition is seeking a blanket direction to the
Respondents, for launch of multiple criminal prosecutions against a whole host
of unidentified patentees and licensees, for non-compliance with the provision
under Section 146, possibly in respect of several different years – each
instance of non-compliance being a distinct and separate offence – much of
which is likely to be barred by limitation. It is submitted that such blanket
directions ought not to be granted by this Hon ble Court in exercise of its
powers under Article 226 of the Constitution and a mandamus in this regard
ought not to be issued. It is well settled that the issuance of such blanket
directions is untenable in law. Further, it is likely that such sweeping, blanket
directions would also have the effect of taking away the jurisdiction of a
magistrate to take, or refuse to take, cognizance in a given case, by
independently having regard to the particular facts before him. On this ground
alone, it is humbly submitted that the relief in prayer 1(i) and 1(ii) of the
present writ petition are untenable and liable to be rejected.
b. Format of Form 27: It is further submitted that it is often practically quite
challenging, if not close to impossible, to answer the general questions of form
27 in respect of all types of inventions and that all the data/information that
may be available in the context of pharmaceutical inventions may not
necessarily be available in the same manner in respect of patents in many
sectors related to information and communications technology, for instance. It
is for this reason, recognizing this difficulty in obtaining standardized data in
respect of widely varying types of inventions, that the Form 27 itself stipulates
that details be given where available. It is also for this reason that all fields are
not made mandatory in the online form. It is submitted that in these
circumstances, the law allows patentees the flexibility of providing
information, wherever available. In these circumstances, given that the Form
itself indicates that available information be provided, the Petitioner s
argument that all the information on the form is mandatory and that failure to
disclose all the information would automatically entail prosecution and penalty
under Section 122 is misconceived and untenable. Section 122 being a penal
provision, is required to be strictly interpreted. Form 27 itself stipulates that

information may be filed where available and therefore non-filing of any
information cannot result in a breach of Section 146. In any event, even if the
filing is assumed to be defective, it cannot result in a penal consequence under
Section 122, given the wording of the Form.
c. The Applicant herein, who practices as a patent agent with particular
experience and expertise in electronic circuits, telecommunications and
software/computer systems (together referred to as information and
communication technologies ), has personal experience with the challenges
and difficulties in trying to complete Form 27. He personally had to repeatedly
seek instructions and clarifications on how to approach the form in particular
cases and in such instances, the Patent Office has also expressed its
helplessness. The reasons for the challenges are explained briefly below.
d. An end product such as a computer or iPAD from Apple Corporation may be
covered by several hundreds (if not a few thousands) of patents, contrasted
with a pharmaceutical drug which may be covered by a single or very few
patents.
e. The manner of production of related products also differs from that in
pharmaceutical industry. A fully operational personal computer may have
various components produced by different businesses, specializing in
corresponding domains. The component manufacturers may in turn rely on
smaller specialists for specialized sub-components. Relationships of these
companies are often global and cross-licensing deals are often of global scope
for many patentees given the global nature of the markets, which implies the
patentees of components or sub-components may not always have control or
visibility into where all products covered by their patent being sold.
f. Software, an integral component of many end products in information and
communications technology, is possibly most fluid (among various components
of information and communication technology products) and finds its path into
the market place in many more ways compared to those with medicines, often
without the knowledge of the patent owner and in ways not contemplated by
the Patents Act. For example, software covering a patented feature may be
shipped along with a computer or optionally downloaded by users from the
world-wide-web (e.g., cloud), possibly many times on an as needed basis to
any of several devices (smart phones, iPAD, desk-top computer) by a single
user/person/user account. In these circumstances, it is not always possible to
provide all the details listed out in Form 27. The Applicant seeks to elaborate
the above concerns vis-à-vis the information sought in Form 27 as follows:
i. Quantum … of the patented product: Considering the case of a
component or sub-component patentee having business reason to
protect 100 aspects by corresponding patents globally. The patentee
may secure patent protection of many of these 100 aspects in different

countries globally, and it is assumed only 60 of those patents are
secured in India. When the patentee enters a global cross license
agreement, s/he may not require the licensees to provide a matrix of
number of unit manufactured covering each individual patent in
individual countries (see Annexure **, for licensing agreement between
AMD and Broadcom). In addition, by virtue of intermediate sales (some
possibly outside India), etc., the patented product (as a larger system
encompassing the patentee s components) may reach India markets via
third parties having no licensee/sub-licensee relationship with the
patentee. The patentee may accordingly not have control, relationship
or visibility over all such channels, other than general knowledge that
his/her invention is in fact being worked/sold on a commercial scale in
India. The imported/worked quantum there would be unknown (or not
available). Furthermore, when a patent covers a method implemented
in a server system provided by the patentee and accessible over the
Internet world-wide, the question as to quantum is vague because the
method does not produce any units, the number of users who can use
the invention on the Internet is unlimited and any number of copies of
the software can be executing to serve large number of users.
ii. Value of the patented product: For example, an IPAD may cost about
Rupees Fifty Thousand. It comprises both hardware and software. The
entire software is usually of the order of a few gigabytes of data, with
the auto-lock feature (a patented invention covered by India Patent No.
263108) being about a few KB of the overall data. The auto-lock feature
is not subject to FRAND, etc., and thus there is no established market
value for auto-lock feature in isolation. Similar challenge on value can
be presented for many small components covered by respective patents,
but implemented and sold in a larger system.
iii. Manufactured in India: In a software context, the term manufacture
does not really have a place or significance. Teams involved in product
development often span borders of several countries. The software itself
could be pre-loaded onto a hardware that is manufactured outside India
and thereafter imported, distributed in a variety of channels, or directly
downloaded from Internet
iv. Public requirement adequately met, at a reasonable price: The Writ
Petition also acknowledges that this stipulation in the Form 27 is a vague
and broad stipulation. Especially in the context of information and
communication technologies, where the subject matter of any single
patent typically adds a marginal value and the end product can in most
circumstances be implemented without such single patent, the public s
needs could easily be delivered through slightly inferior models which do
not have the patented feature of such a single patent. In these

circumstances, it may not be possible to assess this demand for
individual patents, and in any event, there may be no underlying policy
imperative served in attempting to assess this aspect. In respect of
individual components that are packaged into a larger, composite
product, it would not be possible to identify public demand for the
patented item separately or to give any meaningful answer to this query.
g. Compulsory Licensing not impeded: It is submitted that the leap of argument
in the writ petition, to the effect that compulsory licenses will follow in the
event of a failure to work a patented invention, and that these provisions
would come to naught if the patent working information is not made available,
is misplaced. For the grant of compulsory licenses, it is pointed out that under
Section 84(6), the Controller must also have regard to the very nature of the
invention, the time that has lapsed since the sealing of the patent, the ability
of the applicant seeking compulsory license to work the invention itself, to the
advantage of the public, and to provide capital for this purpose, and the efforts
put in by the applicant to seek a license from the patentee on reasonable
terms and conditions. The IPAB, in its decision in Bayer Corporation v. Union of
India & Ors, Order No.223/2012 noted that compulsory licensing traditionally
applied to the space of medicines, given public health and public interest
concerns, and that computers type high technology innovations may not
typically fall within the ambit of the compulsory licensing provisions. True copy
of the said order dated 14th September 2012, in MP 74-76/2012 & 108/2012 in
OA/35/2012/PT/MUM is annexed hereto as ANNEXURE A-3. In fact, in relation
to semi-conductor technology, the S.90(1)(viii) of the Patents Act, 2003 itself
notes that a compulsory license may be granted only to work the invention for
public, non-commercial use. As set out above, mere non-working of an
invention will not automatically entail grant of a compulsory license. Further, it
must be noted that in such instances of consideration of an application for
grant of compulsory license, it is in the interest of the patentee to disclose
patent working information to the extent possible, or run the risk of having an
adverse inference drawn against it (on the ground that available information
was not disclosed), in proceedings that may be instituted for the grant of
compulsory licenses, or in patent infringement suits, wherein injunctions are
being sought. The present writ petition argues that public interest demands
disclosure, and that the failure to disclose and the absence of data would
somehow impair compulsory licensing proceedings. On the contrary, it is
pointed out that where data on working of a patented product is available with
a patentee and such patentee fails to regularly file such information, in
compulsory licensing proceedings, an adverse inference may be suitable drawn
against it, which would certainly aid the case for grant of a compulsory license.
Therefore, the public interest is adequately protected even in such cases.
h. Vague obligation cannot entail criminal penalties: It is further submitted that
the format of the prescribed Form 27 is defective and also unworkable and

often inapplicable to a large spectrum of inventions. The writ petition itself
points out that the present format of Form 27 is unsatisfactory, and that the
information sought is vague, imprecise and unclear. It is submitted that when
the Form itself is admittedly vague and unclear, patentees and licensees would
be legitimately entitled to argue that a failure to supply information in
response to such a vague, imprecise form could not legitimately attract a
criminal penalty and that a criminal prosecution cannot be launched for any
failures in such a scenario.
i. Lastly, it is submitted that even historically, the Ayyangar Committee Report
had not contemplated periodic filings of Forms as envisaged in Section 146(2).
In fact, the requirement for disclosure of information was only on a specific
notice being issued as contemplated now in Section 146(1) and failure to
disclose such information, on specific being put to notice, entailed imposition
of a penalty as contemplated in Section 122. The relevant extracts of the
report and the clauses in the draft bill annexed to the report are attached
herewith as ANNEXURE A-4. It is further submitted that under the Patent Rules
1972, which were the predecessors of the Patent Rules, 2003, the reporting
requirement under Section 146(2) of the Act was implemented through Form
58 read with Rule 117. Form 58 contained open-ended questions which
allowed patentees flexibility in responding, based on the nature of the
invention concerned thereby better serving the purpose of the form. True copy
of Rule 117 of the Patent Rules, 1972 and Form 58 prescribed thereunder are
annexed hereto as ANNEXURE A-5. It is submitted that given the admitted
vagueness in the format of Form 27, and given that the Form itself requires
only that data be supplied where available, it would be apposite if the
Controller General of Patents issued a specific notice under Section 146(1) to a
patentee/licensee calling for information, if public interest so warrants, before
launching any criminal prosecutions as contemplated in Section 122. The
Applicant in fact submits that in his view, based on his experience in the field,
in the above circumstances and given the history of the legislation, the
statements under Section 146(2) ought to be treated as a first step –
preliminary material upon the consideration of which the Controller may
choose, in a given case, and in light of a public interest involved, to exercise his
powers under Section 146(1) of the Act, to call for specific and detailed
information. A penalty under Section 122 ought legitimately to be imposed
only in cases where patentees default in providing such specific information
under Section 146(1) of the Act.
6. It is humbly prayed that this Hon ble Court may be pleased to have regard to all of
the above aspects, before issuing directions as sought for in this writ petition.

PRAYER
Wherefore it is prayed that this Hon ble Court be pleased to:
(a)

Permit the Applicant herein to intervene as a Respondent and make submissions in
the above Writ Petition filed in Public Interest;

(b)

Pass such other and further orders, as this Hon ble Court deems fit, in the
circumstances of the case, in the interests of justice.

APPLICANT/INTERVENER
THROUGH:
M/S KEYSTONE PARTNERS,
B-126, SARVODAYA ENCLAVE,
NEW DELHI 110 017
DATE: /10/2015
PLACE: NEW DELHI

